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Liverpool Thrive is funded by Arts Council England

Liverpool Thrive is a four year programme of organisational and strategic
development to increase the role of the cultural sector in the social and
economic regeneration of the Liverpool City Region, based on new models 
of partnership working. 

It is part of Arts Council England’s (ACE) national Thrive! Programme, 
which aims to provide a systematic approach to helping cultural organisations
gain the expertise needed to respond to and influence a rapidly changing
environment. The Liverpool Thrive project was given £1.34 million - the largest
award within the scheme.  Liverpool Thrive is led by Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic on behalf of LARC.  

In addition to the Thrive programme, LARC is also running Find Your Talent
(led by National Museums Liverpool; Creative Apprenticeships (led by Tate
Liverpool) and an audience development scheme (led by Unity Theatre).
Together these programmes have brought in £6 million of additional public
sector funding to the Liverpool City Region. 

For more information on LARC and its overall programmes, 
please see our website -  www.larc.uk.com

Introduction
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Liverpool’s Thrive project has three key aims: 

i) To develop the role of the cultural sector in civic leadership.

ii)  To create a more audience and people friendly city centre.

iii) To research and develop new models of delivery in arts-led regeneration, with a focus on North Liverpool. 

Liverpool Thrive

Aim 1: 
Developing a Civic Leadership Role

This will focus on three core activities: delivery of an advocacy

campaign to promote the role of culture within regeneration; a

research programme to support the campaign; and work on

continuous professional development across the 

cultural sector.

Advocacy campaign

LARC’s Thrive advocacy campaign focuses on promoting the

public value and impact of the cultural sector on Merseyside. It

started with a seminar with the internationally renowned

educationalist, Sir Ken Robinson in November 2008.  The next

event will be a session with senior business leaders to identify

how they can work more closely with the cultural sector in

addressing issues of common interest. 

The campaign is also building a new dialogue between cultural

organisations and higher education institutions, and with the

health sector, in order establish joint planning mechanisms and

secure funds to deliver collaborative projects.

Research Programme

The research programme gives the campaign a solid evidential

base and to build research capacity in the cultural sector. It is

supported through a research partnership with Impacts 08 –

the Liverpool University/LJMU research programme set up to

establish the social, economic and cultural impact of

Liverpool’s Capital of Culture year. This work includes the

collection of key statistics about the LARC partners and

mapping activities to chart the engagement of cultural

organisations with other sectors such as health or 

higher education.  

LARC also has some major research projects underway 

and another about to be commissioned which will provide 

a significant body of evidence on the impact of culture in the

city region.  These include:

an intrinsic impact study to chart the personal, emotional,

social and intellectual impact of engaging with a live

performance or work of art.  This builds on groundbreaking

work in the USA and will be led by the American researcher,

Alan Brown (the first time he has done a major study in the UK) 

a programme to develop better evaluation of the social

impact achieved by community participatory work, focusing 

on work in and around North Liverpool.  This is led by Francois

Matarasso, who is internationally recognized for his work on

these issues 

an audience mapping programme, to achieve a shared

understanding of the geographic spread of audiences

attending performing and visual arts venues in the Liverpool

City region (linked to a wider North West study, and led by Arts

About Manchester who will shortly become the new regional

audience development agency for the North West) 

an economic impact study to draw together data already

collected by some cultural organisations in the city, and to

extend this analysis to other partners.  This will be

commissioned in September 2009. 
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Continuous professional development (CPD)

LARC is developing a strategic approach to tackling a range of

CPD issues across the city’s cultural sector - from programmes 

at entry level to address the lack of diversity in the workplace to

support for emerging leaders and senior management. Current

developments include:

Creative Apprenticeships: 10 young people have recently

completed their apprenticeships with the LARC venues in

partnership with Liverpool Community College, and the

programme is now moving into phase 2 which will expand the

range of employers and increase the number of apprentices.

LARC has been in the vanguard nationally on this programme, 

as the first employer in the cultural sector to test out this new

scheme which is now being rolled out nationally. Thrive has

contributed to this scheme, alongside the major funder, Paul

Hamlyn Foundation. 

Emerging Cultural Leaders: LARC commissioned a bespoke

course from Common Purpose for younger emerging leaders in

the cultural sector.  This took place in 2007 and in 2009,

benefiting 50 people across a range of cultural organizations. 

Volunteer review: a working group of LARC staff are

considering  how cultural organisations can make best use of

volunteers, and how the learning experience for volunteers can

be improved  

Increasing media coverage of education and community

events: A series of workshops have been run for PR staff to

increase their skills in getting a higher media profile for work 

that is addressing significant social issues

Organisational development 

Part of the work of Thrive is to develop LARC as a consortium,

creating and supporting a series of working groups and regular

network meetings at different levels in the organisations. We have

also commissioned a review to develop shared services both

between LARC partners and more widely in the cultural sector,

aiming both to increase operational effectiveness and to 

save money.  
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Aim 2: 
A More Audience and People
Friendly City Centre 
Current initiatives under this aim include: 

Supporting a strategic joined up approach to audience

development. LARC has worked in partnership with Arts

Council England North West to run a year long audience

development project, linking up with plans for Arts About

Manchester to become a regional agency for the North West.

This includes the establishment of the Merseyside Family

Friendly website (www.familyfriendlymerseyside.org.uk); Open

City, a volunteer led programme to encourage new attenders

to enjoy a range of cultural venues; and dataculture, the

audience mapping project. LARC has also commissioned 

a scoping study to review how we can further extend and

improve the family friendly offer in the cultural sector. 

The Long Night events which aim to help people feel an

increased sense of ownership and safety in the city centre.

The first one took place in October 08, and a second one will

take place on 24 September 2009. Research for the 2008

event showed that 49% of attenders do not usually come into

the city centre at night, and 84% attended a venue that was

new to them.  The model was adopted by Liverpool City

Council as a model for the equally successful Light Night, part

of the Capital of Culture transition weekend in January 2009

Plans for an artist led enquiry into how we can make

Liverpool a better city (working title The Golden Mile) which

will involve a series of residencies, potentially pairing up artists

and city management professionals e.g. planners, 

architects, etc. 

Development of a proposal for a cultural passport, to

encourage greater use of public transport in attending

cultural venues. 
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Aim 2: 
A More Audience and People
Friendly City Centre 

The programme is exploring how cultural organisations can

collaborate to maximum effect to support regeneration of a

geographical area. Co-ordination is provided by a Partnerships

and Development  Coordinator who works across the LARC

partnership and with other cultural organisations working in

North Liverpool. This work started with a research exercise 

to map current cultural activity in North Liverpool.

LARC is working with other sectors in North Liverpool to

develop new relationships and make sure we are able to

maintain a clear understanding of the priorities of the key

agencies working in the area. We will also be delivering 

a series of capacity building initiatives with cultural and

community practitioners from the area, e.g. in fundraising 

and evaluation skills. 

LARC is piloting a series of partnership agreements between

major community councils and other major community

organisations and lead cultural organisations, to encourage 

the development of longer term, more strategic relationships

that put community organizations in the driving seat and

develop their capacity to undertake cultural activity. 

As our Thrive programme develops, we will commission 

more research to test possible expansion of our collaborative

approach in another geographic or thematic area.

Aim: 3
Helping Regenerate
North Liverpool

For more information on LARC:
Contact:

thrive@liverpoolphil.com

www.larc.uk.com


